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In this article, the modeling and solution of a cryptocurrency capital portfolio optimization problem 

has been discussed. The presented model, which is based on Markowitz's mean-variance method, 

aims to maximize the uncertainty internal rate of return (IRR) and minimize the cryptocurrency 

investment risk. A combined PSO and SCA algorithm was used to optimize this bi-objective model. 

The results of the investigation of 40 investment portfolios in a probable state showed that with the 

increase in the IRR, the investment risk increases. So in the optimistic state, there is the highest IRR 

and in the pessimistic state, there is the lowest investment risk. Investigations of the investment 

portfolio in the probable state also showed that more than 80% of the investment was made to 

optimize the objective functions in 5 cryptocurrencies BTC, ETH, USTD, ADA, and XRP. So in the 
secondary analysis, it was observed that in the case of investing in the top 5 cryptocurrencies, the 

average IRR increased by 9.92%, and the average investment risk decreased by 0.1%. The results 

show that the higher the value of the IRR in the investment of 10 known cryptocurrencies, the higher 

the investment risk. In the most pessimistic case, the annual IRR was equal to 25.72% and the 

investment risk was equal to 30.47%. In the most optimistic case, the IRR was equal to 195.75% 

and the investment risk was 70.81%. The model presented in this article can reduce the investment 

risk against the IRR. 
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1. Introduction 

Venture is the contracting of cash or reserves to get extra or certain benefits compared to cash or 

stores. In expansion to giving benefits (return), venture too contains a hazard that's borne by the 

financial specialist. The higher the anticipated rate of return of a speculator, the higher the sum of 
hazards that ought to be covered by the financial specialist [16]. It is conceivable to play down the 

level of chance at a certain rate of return desires of the speculation portfolio by shaping an appropriate 

portfolio. In this manner, optimizing the investment portfolio plays a critical part in deciding the 

procedure for speculators. What financial specialists trust to attain through portfolio optimization is 
to maximize inside returns and minimize portfolio risk. Since returns shift based on hazard, financial 
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specialists must adjust the trade-off between chance and return on their venture. Subsequently, there's 

no ideal portfolio that can fulfill all financial specialists. The ideal portfolio is decided by the 

investor's chance and returns inclinations [2]. 

Nowadays, one of the sorts of speculations is contributing to advanced cash. Computerized money 
is a monetary standard that is put away and exchanged electronically in financial exercises, and their 

base is zero and one [14]. Advanced cash alludes to any esteem made on an advanced stage. This 

concept is restricted to physical middle people such as bank notes or coins. Advanced money has the 
same characteristics as physical monetary forms, but exchanges and capital exchanges in 

computerized monetary standards can be done immediately and without borders between individuals 

[6]. Virtual monetary standards and cryptocurrencies are both illustrations of advanced monetary 
forms, but not all computerized money may be virtual money or cryptocurrency. Advanced cash, like 

physical cash, is utilized to purchase merchandise and administrations, but it can also be restricted to 

utilize in certain settings. In later a long time, different computerized monetary standards such as 

Bitcoin, Swell, Ethereum, etc. have delighted in a one-of-a-kind notoriety and acknowledgment 
among financial specialists. So numerous of these financial specialists look to extricate and change 

over their capital into advanced cash [17]. However, due to the vagueness of some rules and 

regulations, this type of investment carries a very high risk for them. Creating a suitable investment 
portfolio of cryptocurrencies that can simultaneously increase profits (IRR), risk Reduction 

investment has become a very important issue today. In this article, to optimize these objective 

functions, a mathematical model based on Markowitz mean-variance under uncertainty conditions is 

presented, in which the optimization of 10 valid cryptocurrencies in 2023 has been done with a new 
combined PSO and SCA algorithm. 

The structure of the article is as follows, in the second part, the background of the research related 

to the optimization of the investment portfolio is discussed. In the third part, the investment portfolio 
optimization model is presented under uncertainty conditions, and the combined meta-heuristic 

algorithm of PSO and SCA is introduced. In the fourth part, the analysis and presentation of the results 

of the implementation of the approach on 10 valid cryptocurrencies have been discussed. In the fifth 
part, the conclusions and suggestions of the research are discussed. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Hrytsiuk et al. [8], in a study aimed at assessing the risks of major digital currencies and 

diversifying investment risk using a portfolio model, analyzed the daily returns of the most common 
cryptocurrencies. For this purpose, they used the Cauchy distribution function the VaR technique, 

and the modified Markowitz model. Fallah et al. [5] used discriminant analysis and data coverage 

analysis to separate efficient units from inefficient units on oil companies admitted to the Iranian 

Stock Exchange. Ma et al., [10], in research, investigated portfolio optimization and the impact of the 
diversification factor. The results showed that diversification in most cases increases returns and 

reduces portfolio volatility and higher returns than traditional portfolios for the same level of risk. 

Aliahmadi et al. [1] studied the optimization of the portfolio of digital currencies by considering risk. 
It was found that the profitability of digital currency is not subject to normal distribution due to heavy 

profitability. The results of the calculations showed that the high profitability and low risk of Bitcoin 

determine its dominance in the portfolio of digital currencies. 

Kurosaki and Kim [9] studied portfolio optimization of four major digital currencies. For this 
purpose, they used the time series model and optimized the portfolio in terms of Foster-Hart risk. The 

results showed that Foster-Hart optimization gives a more profitable portfolio with a good balance of 

risk and return. Čuljak et al. [4], investigated the performance and benefits of portfolio optimization 
of digital currency classification. In this regard, they used different optimization models. The results 

indicated the effectiveness of the presented models. Souza [13], investigated the optimization of the 

portfolio of digital currencies by genetic algorithms considering the two approaches of limited trading 
and open trading. The results indicated the better performance of the limited trading approach and the 

success of the genetic algorithm in both approaches. 
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Nguyen et al. [11] proposed an effective algorithm based on neural networks for using digital 
currencies in investment. The results showed that the proposed algorithm can generate neural 

networks that can earn profit in different market situations. Gaskin et al. [7] investigated the 

effectiveness of time series models to determine the financial benefits of building portfolios based on 
estimated distributions. They created and compared different forecasting models for digital 

currencies. Platanakis and Sutcliffe [12] compared the performance of seven heuristic algorithms in 

forming a set of six popular cryptocurrencies. The results showed little difference in the performance 
of these seven strategies. Cui et al. [3] presented an investment portfolio optimization model for 

cryptocurrencies in which, using a deep learning machine, data training was performed in different 

periods and a meta-heuristic method was presented to solve it. 

According to the research background, it can be said that various methods have been used to 
optimize the investment portfolio. This article, taking into account the uncertainty in the IRR of 

cryptocurrencies and the combined use of PSO and SCA algorithms, has tried to achieve a new 

approach to cryptocurrency investment portfolio optimization. 

3. Problem definition 

There are different models of investment portfolio optimization in the literature. In this article, 
according to the type of investment, Markowitz's average variance method is used. In this model, 

there are 𝑁 different types of cryptocurrencies, each of which has an uncertain IRR and associated 

investment risk. �̃�𝑖 Is the uncertainty IRR of each currency and 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the covariance or investment 

risk between two currencies𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁. According to the amount of investment, 𝑋𝑖 is a percentage of 

investment of cryptocurrency𝑖 ∈ 𝑁, which requires∑ 𝑋𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 = 1. The maximization of the uncertainty 

IRR from cryptocurrency investment and the minimization of investment risk are presented in 
equations (1) and (2). Also, the IRR of each share is considered as an uncertainty fuzzy 

parameter�̃�𝑖~(𝜇𝑖
𝑜, 𝜇𝑖

𝑚 , 𝜇𝑖
𝑝). 

(1) 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∑

(𝜇𝑖
𝑜 + 2𝜇𝑖

𝑚 + 𝜇𝑖
𝑝)

4
𝑋𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

(2) 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑋𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

The non-linearity of the investment risk minimization objective function has led to the use of meta-

heuristic solution methods with continuous local search. Hence, a hybrid method of PSO and SCA is 

introduced, which improves the search of the problem solution space for better cryptocurrency 
portfolio investment. Figure (1) shows the code network of the proposed algorithm. In this pseudo-

code, the solution space search is a combination of sine and cosine equations and particle velocity 

and motion. 

Start 

Initialize search set (Initial Solution 𝑋𝑖
𝑡)  

While (𝑡 < 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡) 

   Evaluate each solution according to its functions (Eqs 1 & 2) 

   Update the best solution in each iteration (𝑃𝑖
𝑡 = 𝑋𝑖

𝑡) 

   Update the best solution so far (𝐺𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖
𝑡) 

   Update the position based on 𝑋𝑖
𝑡+1 = 𝑋𝑖

𝑡 + 𝑎 − 𝑡
𝑎

𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡
. 𝑠𝑖𝑛([0,2π]). |3𝑃𝑖

𝑡 − 𝑋𝑖
𝑡| 

   Update the position based on 𝑋𝑖
𝑡+1 = 𝑋𝑖

𝑡 + 𝑎 − 𝑡
𝑎

𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡
. 𝑐𝑜𝑠([0,2π]). |2𝑃𝑖

𝑡 − 𝑋𝑖
𝑡| 

   Update the position and velocity based on {
𝑉𝑖

𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑉𝑖
𝑡 + 𝑐1𝑎 − 𝑡

𝑎

𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡
(𝑃𝑖

𝑡 − 𝑋𝑖
𝑡) + 𝑐2[0,2π](𝐺𝑖 − 𝑋𝑖

𝑡)

𝑋𝑖
𝑡+1 = 𝑋𝑖

𝑡 + 𝑉𝑖
𝑡+1
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Return best solution 

End 

Figure 1. Pseudocode of the proposed algorithm 

In Figure (1), 𝑎  ،𝑤  ،𝑐1  ،𝑐2 and Max it are the primary parameters of the proposed algorithm, which 

is obtained in Figure (2) using Taguchi method, the Means of SN Ratio diagram. In this diagram, the 

best-combined levels of the primary parameters are specified. 

 

 

𝑎 𝑤 𝑐2 𝑐1 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡 Level 

27.9 27.5 25.6 26.0 24.0 1 

27.1 25.9 28.3 29.3 27.4 2 

24.1 26.1 25.7 23.8 28.1 3 

3.89 1.54 2.63 5.51 4.16 𝛿 

3 5 4 1 2 Rank 
 

 
Figure 2. Parameter setting of the proposed algorithm 

According to figure (2) and determining the optimal levels of the parameters of the proposed 

algorithm, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡 = 200  ،𝑐1 = 1.5  ،𝑐2 = 1.5  ،𝑤 = 0.8 and 𝑎 = 3 have been determined. 

4. Analysis of results 

After introducing the solution method, in order to optimize the cryptocurrency investment 

portfolio, 10 currencies BTC, ETH, USDT, BNB, SOL, XRP, ADA, DOGE, BCH and UNI have 

been considered in 2023, and the goal of investing in these currencies It is in such a way that the 
uncertain IRR increases and the investment risk decreases. Based on the results obtained from the 

proposed algorithm, the Pareto front of the problem is shown in figure (3). 

 
Figure 3. The Pareto front obtained from the optimization of the cryptocurrency 

investment portfolio 

Figure (3) shows that the higher the value of the IRR in the investment of 10 known 

cryptocurrencies, the higher the investment risk. This figure also shows that in the optimistic state, 

the IRR increases to 195%, while the investment risk in the optimistic state is also much higher than 
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in the probable and pessimistic state. In the most pessimistic case, the annual IRR was equal to 
25.72% and the investment risk was equal to 30.47%. In the most optimistic case, the IRR was equal 

to 195.75% and the investment risk was 70.81%. In short, the average internal return and investment 

risk in the cryptocurrency portfolio can be shown in Table (1). 

Table 1. Average internal return and risk of the cryptocurrency investment portfolio in different 

modes 

Worst Best Average 
State 

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝜇𝑇 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝜇𝑇 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝜇𝑇 

30.59 % 41.58 % 70.61 % 195.75 % 52.64 % 116.71 % Optimistic 

32.41 % 30.56 % 70.81 % 149.14 % 51.82 % 78.86 % Probably 

30.47 % 25.72 % 68.67 % 73.72 % 47.82 % 51.07 % Pessimistic 

In this analysis, 40 types of investment portfolios have been obtained for the considered 

cryptocurrencies, and the first investment portfolio is discussed further. In figure (4), the share of 

investment by each of the cryptocurrencies is shown separately. 

 

 
Figure 4. The share of each cryptocurrency in the first investment portfolio 

Figure (4) shows that the largest share of investment in the selected portfolio is related to BTC 

with 34% of the total value of the portfolio. Also, the UNI currency has less than 1% of the investment 
value in this portfolio. Based on the Pareto chart presented in Figure (5), it can be concluded that 

more than 80% of investments were on 5 cryptocurrencies BTC, ETH, USTD, ADA and XRP. The 

average IRR as well as the investment risk is obtained by considering the 5 specified currencies in 
table (2). 
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Table 2. Value of stock portfolio return and investment risk in different scenarios 

Best 5 cryptocurrency 10 cryptocurrency 
State 

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝜇𝑇 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝜇𝑇 

48.15 % 120.39 % 52.64 % 116.71 % Optimistic 

47.25 % 86.69 % 51.82 % 78.86 % Probably 

43.48 % 54.25 % 47.82 % 51.07 % Pessimistic 

The results of Table (2) show that investing in 5 cryptocurrencies BTC, ETH, USTD, ADA and 

XRP has led to an increase in the IRR and a decrease in investment risk. So that in the probable case, 

the average IRR has increased by 9.92% and the average investment risk has decreased by 0.1%. 

5. Conclusion 

In this article, a cryptocurrency investment portfolio optimization model was presented based on 

Markowitz mean-variance. In this model, the goal was to maximize the uncertainty IRR from 

cryptocurrency investment and reduce investment risk. To optimize this stock portfolio, a combined 
algorithm of PSO and SCA was considered, in which the operators of the two algorithms are 

combined to achieve the best investment. Considering 10 cryptocurrencies BTC, ETH, USDT, BNB, 

SOL, XRP, ADA, DOGE, BCH, and UNI in 2023, the Pareto front was analyzed in three states, 
optimistic, probable and pessimistic, and it was found that with increasing Investment risk, IRR 

increases in all three cases. On the other hand, 40 types of investment portfolios in probable mode, 

30 types of investment portfolios in optimistic mode, and 33 types of investment portfolios in 
pessimistic mode were determined. The average IRR in the optimistic mode was higher than other 

modes and the investment risk in the pessimistic mode was lower than other modes. The results show 

that the higher the value of the IRR in the investment of 10 known cryptocurrencies, the higher the 

investment risk. In the most pessimistic case, the annual IRR was equal to 25.72% and the investment 
risk was equal to 30.47%. In the most optimistic case, the IRR was equal to 195.75% and the 

investment risk was 70.81% 

By examining the first investment portfolio in a probable state, it was observed that its IRR was 
equal to 30.56% and the investment risk was equal to 32.41%. So the largest share of investment in 

the selected portfolio was related to BTC with 34% of the total value of the portfolio. By examining 

the Pareto chart, it was also observed that 5 cryptocurrencies BTC, ETH, USTD, ADA, and XRP had 
the largest share of investment in this basket. If the investment is made only on these 5 

cryptocurrencies, the average IRR will increase by 9.92% and the average investment risk will 

decrease by 0.1%. 

The model presented in this article can help digital currency investors in reducing investment risk 
and increasing the IRR. So that it can simultaneously present the most optimistic, most probable and 

pessimistic scenarios for the investor to create the best investment portfolio. In this way, the 

investment risk is reduced against the profit earned from the stock portfolio. Also, investors can see 
the priority of the obtained digital currencies and determine the combination of the best portfolio. 

The importance of achieving a suitable investment portfolio in the next periods will lead to the 

use of a learning machine in predicting the price of cryptocurrency and the IRR in future research. 

Also, the development of exact and meta-heuristic solution methods can lead to achieving better 
results than the method proposed in this article. One of the limitations of the research is not paying 

attention to the maximum investment in a particular share. In this model, regardless of the type of 

share, the amount of investment is considered unlimited, and it is necessary to limit the investment in 
some shares based on the market conditions. To solve this issue, it is suggested to consider the 

investment limit for each share. 
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